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A word from your Crisis Director:A word from your Crisis Director:
Dear Delegates,

I’m excited to welcome all of you to MUNCH XIX, and to

our committee, Rome 82 B.C. My name is Thomas Poole and

I am a sophomore at UNC-CH studying Political Science and

Sports Administration. I’m from Raleigh and was a member of

Enloe’s Model UN team for three years. The Roman Republic,

specifically in its later years, had a lot of political upheavals

and conflicts, which naturally translates well into a crisis

committee. I chose 82 B.C. as the date for our committee

because the events that transpired that year set in motion

Rome’s transformation into an Empire. Placing delegates at a

turning point in history and seeing where they take it is what I

think crisis committees are all about. I can’t wait for the Julius

Caesar-esque betrayal and backstabbing that’s sure to ensue,

and I’m looking forward to February!

Thomas Poole

Key Terms and PeopleKey Terms and People
Optimates - The traditionalist party of the Roman Senate,

wished to keep power in the hands of the Senate and out of

the hands of the popular assemblies and plebeians

Populares - Opposition to the optimates, supported the

cause of the plebeians and wanted to extend the power of the

popular assemblies and the tribune of the plebs

Sulla - Leader of the optimates, he served as a general

during the Social War and later marched on Rome with an

army to confront his political opponents. Is currently in Asia

Minor conducting the First Mithridatic War

Gaius Marius - Former leader of the populares and father

of Gaius Marius the Younger

The Social War - A war between Rome and other Italian

cities who had been allies for centuries due to Rome’s refusal

to grant them citizenship. Ended with a Roman victory, though

Rome did grant many of cities full citizenship rights

The First Mithridatic War - A war between Rome and

Pontus, who wished to counter Roman expansion in Asia

Minor. Ended with a Roman victory, who forced the Pontian

King Mithridates to return the land he had conquered.

Sulla’s first Civil War - A war between supporters of Sulla

and supporters of Gaius Marius. Command over the first

Mithridatic War was transferred from Sulla to Marius, which

Sulla took as such a slight that he marched his army into

Rome and executed some of Marius’ supporters before

departing again for Asia Minor. While Sulla was in Asia Minor,

Marius retook Rome.

Historical SummaryHistorical Summary
The luxury of the Roman nobility cast a dark shadow over the

impoverished commoners (or plebians) of the urban setting.

From this shadow rose support for populist beliefs, advocated

for by the populares: reforms to aid the needy, subsidized

grain doles for the starving, even redistribution of land to

support the poor. The populares cause gained momentum due

to the faltering management and governance from the Roman

upper class. Consequently, this time period was marked by

conflict in the Roman Republic, with the earlier half of the

century spotlighting a rivalry amongst the populares, and the

optimates, which the conservative group whose interest

vested in maintaining the aristocracy. During the height of this

struggle, Rome saw the emergence of power from a former

consul of the Roman Republic: Lucius Cornelius Sulla.

However, the events of Sulla’s life have much to do in leading

to outcome of this conflict.

Born to a noble family facing a financial low point, Sulla did

not acquire the riches he used to climb his way up the

hierarchy of politicians in the Republic until later in his life.

Meanwhile, his childhood saw him working to obtain a solid

education. Around the time of the Jugurthine War was Sulla’s

first major emergence in Roman politics. With the instillation

of the new consul, Gaius Marius, Sulla was nominated as a

public official (or quaestor) under him. However, this union

was the seed of conflict that would grow in the near future.

Marius’s success in defeating Jugurtha and the Numidians

was in large part due to Sulla’s plan to convince Jugurtha’s

father-in-law to betray him, a successful plan which furthered

Sulla’s reputation, however Marius took full credit for Rome’s

victory in the conflict. Similarly, in 101 BC, Sulla was not

given full credit for his contribution to the Republic’s victory in

the Battle of Vercellae against the Cimbri and Teutones.

However, Sulla’s social rank rose, as his return to Rome saw

him become praetor urbanus in 97 BC and pro consule in 95

BC to the province of Cilicia in the east, where he spent time

battling Armenian forces. Only a year’s time passed between

his time in Cilicia and his return to Rome, again, however this

time Sulla’s interests aligned with a group known as the

optimates against the one and only, Gaius Marius, in a conflict

between social classes.

The Social War’s outcome constituted Gaius Marius being

knocked down a peg; the Senate and Roman aristocracy did

not want to risk failing a war against all of the Republic’s non-

Roman constituents that were seemingly banding together

against Rome. Due to Sulla’s victories as a general and his

success in concluding the Social War with the capturing of

Aeclanum, he was finally elected as consul in 88 BC and

rewarded with the highest military honor. It was around this

time that Sulla prepared for the first of the Mithridatic Wars,

and although Marius was an old man who no longer held the

consulship, we yearned to lead the Roman armies against

King Mithridates. In a series of subterfuge, Marius’s ally,

Sulpicius convinced the Senate to transfer power from Sulla

to Marius.
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This was enough to bring Sulla back, as he marched on Rome

with his army and expelled Marius and his followers out of the

Republic. With this success, Sulla returned to fight the

Mithridatic War after making reforms in the Senate, however

Marius was not finished with Rome. He was determined to

regain the consulship for the seventh time in his political

career. With the aid of Lucius Cornelius Cinna, Marius

returned from hiding in Africa to regain control of Rome while

Sulla was away in 87 BC. Within a year, Marius and Cinna

became consuls until Marius passed away, leaving the

consulship to only Cinna.

Meanwhile, Sulla’s victory in the siege of Athens and defeat

of Archelaos in the Battle of Chaeronea in 86 BC allowed for

him to negotiate an end to the war with ease. Hearing word of

what happened in Rome, Sulla’s attention was divided and he

wished to end his presence in the conflict with Mithridates so

he could return home to restore order. After giving King

Mithridates a deal he could not refuse,the king’s status

returned to “ally” of Rome. In this time however, Cinna had

forced his men to secure a position to counter Sulla’s forces in

harsh conditions, and for that his own men murdered him.

With this, Sulla stood poised to return to Latium and reclaim

the Republic.

PositionsPositions
OptimatesOptimates

Marcus Licinius Crassus: Known by most simply as

Crassus, he is one of the younger members of the Senate.

Though he would go on to become one of the most influential

men in Rome, for now he is just a general and real estate

speculator. His family was forced into exile following Sulla’s

first Civil War, though Crassus has just recently been allowed

to return. He is a staunch Optimate, and one of Sulla’s most

fervent supporters. His exploits in real estate earned him the

title of “the richest man in Rome”, thus he has more money to

work with than any other committee member.

Pompey: Pompey, one day to be known as “Pompey the

Great”, is a young Roman statesmen of the established

nobility. His father, Pompey Strabo, was a prominent

politician who tragically perished when struck by lightning

during Sulla’s first Civil War. At the age of 20, Pompey

inherited his family's estates and political influence, and has

been utilizing both extensively for the past five years. Much

like his father, is an Optimate and support of Sulla. His

political clout gives him connections among the Roman

aristocracy unavailable to other committee members.

Quintus Caecilius Metellus Pius: Much like Pompey,

Metellus Pius comes from a distinguished gens with

significant influence. A distinguished general, Pius fought in

both the Social War (during which he was employed by the

previously mentioned pompey Strabo) as well as Sulla’s first

Civil War, where he fought on the side of Sulla. He was also

elected to the College of Pontiffs in 89 BC, Rome’s prominent

religious body. He would eventually be elected Pontifex

Maximus, though that wouldn’t take place until after the

events of the committee. His religious connections provide

him unique opportunities within Roman pontifical society.

Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus: Ahenobarbus, though

coming from a less prominent gens than Pius or Pompey,

made a name for himself in politics for his ruthlessness. He

served as praetor in Sicily during the Second Servile War, a

massive slave uprising. In order to prevent slaves from joining

the cause, he had one of them crucified. While barbaric by the

standards of today, his effective handling of the war earned

him much praise and lead to him being elected to the Senate.

He is an optimate and supporter of Sulla. Due to his time

serving in Sicily, he still has contacts there that he can utilize.

Appius Claudius Pulcher: Pulcher is one of the older and

more experienced politicians of the group. He became known

for his quickness to employ foreigners that were granted

citizen status following the Social War and for his staunch

support for Sulla during the Sulla’s first Civil War. He is a

proud part of the optimates. One thing that Pulcher’s age

brought him was a son of the same name, who is loyal to his

father and will do as he commands.

Marcus Terentius Varro Lucullus: Marcus Lucullus was a

politician and general during the Roman Republic. His father,

a prominent politician and consul was exiled following an

embezzlement trial. During his youth, Marcus Lucullus

unsuccessfully tried to take revenge on the man who had

exiled his father by prosecuting him. He would later go on to

become a Legate in the Roman military, and become an

influential optimate and supporter of Sulla. He and Metellus

Pius are cousins. With an extensive understanding of Roman

law, Marcus Lucullus is able to adeptly conduct legal

proceedings.

Lucius Licinius Lucullus: Lucius Lucullus, who would go

on to be simply known as Lucullus, a testament to his

achievement when compared to his younger brother Marcus.

He distinguished himself at a young age during the Social

War, serving under Sulla in Campania. During the Mithridatic

Wars he continued to distinguish himself as an adept military

mind, engaging in an extensive naval campaign and eventually

defeating the Pontic fleets at the battle of Tenedos. He is one

of Sulla’s most fervent supporters, and is an optimate. As a

seasoned admiral, Lucullus has an advantage when

undertaking naval actions.

Quintus Lucretius Ofella: Ofella was a respected general

and statesman who served under Sulla during his first Civil

War. A member of the prominent and proud Lucretia gens,

Ofella quickly rose to political and military prominence due to

his family’s status. A staunch optimate, he was known for his

fiery speeches and his adept command of siege warfare. He

was also known for his passionate defense of democracy, and

was a strong supporter of free elections and firmly anti-

dictatorship. His knowledge of siege warfare gives him an

advantage when administering sieges.

Gnaeus Cornelius Dolabella: Like many of the other

members of the committee, Dolabella comes from a

prominent family, the Cornelius gens, who produce more

prominent statesmen than any family in Rome. As a legate, he

served in Sulla’s staff during both the Social War as well as

Sulla’s first Civil War, commanding one of his fleets. He

retains his loyalties to Sulla, and is an optimate. His esteemed

gens gives him a connection to other powerful Cornelia.
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Lucius Afranius: Afranius is a man who comes from humble

origins. Born a plebeian, Pompey Strabo (father of Pompey

Magnus) took the young man under his wing, who served

under him during the Social War and Sulla’s first Civil War.

Following the death of Pompey Strabo, Lucius Afranius

befriended his son Pompey the Great. As a reward for his

loyal service, Pompey helped bribe Afranius into consulship

and a seat in the Senate. He is a member of the optimate

party. As a former plebeian, Afranius has an unprecedented

sway with Rome’s lower class.

Lucius Marcius Philippus: At 61, Phillipus as a long and

storied history in politics. As a former populare he has

supported both sides of the Roman aristocracy in his time, but

age has caused him to abandon his populist beliefs in favor of

upholding the political establishment. He was a key player

during the Social War, attacking Drusus’ reforms that may

have prevented the war in the first place. Though he was

forgiven by the Senate, many still distrust Philippus for the

part he played in starting the Social War and his change of

allegiances. As an experienced politician, his speech giving

ability is greater than most any of the other Senators.

PopularesPopulares
Gaius Marius the Younger: Marius the Younger is the son of

Gaius Marius, who was a powerful figure in Roman politics,

having helped defeat Sulla during his first Civil War. Following

his father’s death and the death of his relative, Marius the

Younger finally gained control of the Marian faction and began

consolidating power. Through some political engineering by

Gnaeus Carbo, Marius the Younger became a consul and

senator at an astoundingly young age. He is considered the

ringleader of the populares, and stands firmly against Sulla.

Much like Crassus, Marius the Younger is a man of

tremendous wealth due to his family ties, and can use this

money to his advantage.

Gnaeus Papirius Carbo: Carbo was a prominent politician

and loyal supporter of the populares and the Marians during

the turbulent 80s BC. First entering the political sphere as

Tribune of the Plebs in 92 BC, Carbo quickly became known

as an extremely effective orator, even earning the praise of the

great orator Cicero. He took part in the blockade of Rome

during Sulla’s first Civil War, and was an active supporter of

the Marians following their victory. He was loyal to the

Populares, and continued to support the Marians in their

struggle against Sulla and his loyalists. Similar to Philippus of

the Optimates, Carbo is a skilled orator, and his speeches are

sure to be effective compared to those of his colleagues.

Gaius Norbanus: Norbanus was a well known Roman

politician who began his career when he was elected Tribune

of the Plebs in 103 BC. As tribune he prosecuted the general

Servilius Caepio for incompetence following the disastrous

Battle of Arausio. While many Senators wanted him acquitted,

Norbanus pressed on against immense pressure and

eventually had Caepio exiled. He later served as governor of

Sicily throughout the Social War and during Sulla’s first Civil

War. He is a member of the populares. Norbanus, known for

his thorough understanding of Roman law, is an expert in

legal proceedings.

Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus: Asiaticus, like is optimate

counterpart Dolabella, is a member of the prominent Cornelia

gens. Early into is senatorial career he became known for

being heavily involved in the plot to kill Saturnisus, a populare

senator who proposed significant reforms. During the Social

War he fled from enemy forces rather than face them in battle,

escaping the city of Aesernia in slave garb. He fought with the

Marian’s against Sulla during his first Civil War. He will have

to compete with his cousin Dolabella for favors from his

powerful family.

Quintus Sertorius: Sertorius is a Roman politician and

statesman known for his innovative military tactics and

prowess in leadership. He would serve under Gaius Marius

and Caepio early in his career before becoming Quaestor of

Cisalpine Gaul. He held this position throughout the Social

War, during which he lost his eye. Following his success

during the Social War, he sought to run for Consul, a move

that was heavily opposed by Sulla. Sulla ensured that

Sertorius would lose, though he did win a senate seat.

Because of this, Sertorius sided with the Marians and

populares during Sulla’s first Civil War. His expert leadership

gives an advantage to any army that he is leading in the field.

Gaius Carrinas: Gaius Carrinas was a Roman general

known for his service during the Social War and Sulla’s first

Civil War. During the Social War he served in Sicily with

Gaius Norbanus, earning himself a reputation for his keen use

of naval tactics. He is a fervent supporter of the Marians, and

served alongside Gnaeus Carbo during the first Civil War. He

was elected to the Senate following the war’s conclusion. He

is a member of the populares. His experience leading a naval

expedition during the Social War made him a competent

admiral, an equal to his optimate counterpart Lucullus.

Junius Brutus Damasippus

Though Damasippus served as a general for much of his

life, he is known more so for his penchant for assassination.

As a general, he served during Sulla’s first Civil War on the

side of the Marians, notably failing to secure even a single

victory against Sulla’s forces. However, and ultimately more

important to the war effort, he arranged for the deaths of

some of Sulla’s prominent supporters, including a sitting

Senator. During his political career he also served a term as

consul. He is a member of the populares. As noted, he is adept

at assassination, and has many underground connections.

Gaius Marcius Censorinus

Gaius Censorinus was a Roman general and politician of

the plebeian class. Part of the plebeian gens Marcia, who

claimed ancestry to a Roman King, and named after the first

plebeian censor Gaius Marcius Rutilus, Censorinus was very

much a favorite among the plebeians. He was a general during

the Social War, but made a name for himself during Sulla’s

first Civil War for massacring Sulla’s supporters in the forum.

Following the Marian’s victory, Censorinus was elected to the

Senate. He is a member of the populares. Much like Afranius,

he has a special relationship with the plebeian class that he

can doubtlessly utilize.
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Marcus Marius Gratidianus

Gratidianus was a Roman politician most famous for

helping deal with Rome’s economic crisis following Sulla’s

first Civil War. Preceding Sulla’s first Civil War he served as

Tribune of the Plebs, and would serve as a legate under Gaius

Marius during the war itself. As praetor he submitted (or at

least received credit for) a reform to solidify exchange rates

for Roman currency. The people were very grateful for these

reforms, so grateful in fact that his public support swelled to

the levels that some accused him of having a cult. He is a

senator and member of the populares. His massive public

support gives him a band of supporters who he can command.

Pontius Telesinus

Telesinus is unique among the Senate due to his Samnite

background, though most of his gens had long since become

Roman citizens. Telesinus served as a samnite praetor during

the Social War, fighting against the Romans for the citizenship

for the Samnites and other Roman allies. Though the war

ended with a technical Roman victory, many concessions were

made in the aftermath that allowed Telesinus to continue in

public life. Though he did not take part in Sulla’s first Civil

War, he was elected to the Senate afterwards and is a member

of the populares. His Samnite background gives him influence

with the Samnites.

Marcus Lamponius

Lamponius, of the minor gens Lamponia, was a Roman

general and statesman who served in the Social War as well

as Sulla’s first Civil War. During the Social War he

commanded forces in Northern Italy, winning some noted

victories. During Sulla’s first Civil War he sided with the

Marians, though nothing is recorded of his exploits during the

war. Following the war he was elected to the Senate as well as

to the college of Pontiffs. He is a populare. As a member of the

college of pontiffs, he has significant sway in Roman religion

society.
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